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PROMETEON TYRE GROUP

Through an efficiency
transformation program,
Prometeon Tyre Group
delivers lean manufacturing excellence

D

rawing on Pirellli’s more than 100
years’ experience in delivering an
entire range of products and

services to the automotive market, Prometeon Tyre roup has firmly established itself
as a market leader. With a licensing agreement with Pirelli Tyre S.p.A to produce Pirelli
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branded tyres, Prometeon has a commercial
presence in over 16 countries. ooking
ahead to the next 100 years, continuous
improvement and evolution will be the key
to building on this success.
Hervé Ghesquières heads the group’s
global industrial engineering operations.
With experience in industrial engineering
and manufacturing in a number of European
Tier 1 companies, Ghesquières’ career has
been built around creating and improving
the operational efficiency of organisations.
“I also work on the industrial footprint of
companies that have production facilities
in order to improve the competitiveness,
considering the product lines, the capacity
and capabilities of the processes,” he says.
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This experience saw Pirelli headhunt
Ghesquières back in 2011 to join the
company’s Milan headquarters. His
mission? To create an organisation of
industrial efficiency and increase the
competitiveness of the company. He
feels his career has provided him with the
right insight to drive the group forward.
y e perience fits perfectly with
companies like Prometeon, which have
an endless need to improve value
generation for their customers and
shareholders,” he explains. “The truth
is, improvement has no end and
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neither does efficiency. n order to
continue to deliver on this, we are
involving all the operations functions
to accelerate efficiency generation.
Production, R&D, Purchasing, ogistics, Quality, Technical Engineering,
Maintenance, Energy Specialists,
HR everyone is involved and contributes to the turnaround of the company.”
hes ui res’ first task was recruit
new people, create new teams in each
region and establish factories across
the company’s footprint. In each of the
factories, he defined the standards,
put training programmes in place and
defined reporting and communication
channels which all formed part of the
NOVEMBER 2018

“OUR MOST IMPORTANT ASSET AND KEY
TO OUR SUCCESS
IS OUR PEOPLE.
THE EMPLOYEES,
EACH AND EVERY
ONE OF THEM,
CREATE TRUE VALUE”
—
Hervé Ghesquières,
Global Head of Industrial Engineering
at Prometeon Tyre Group
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CLICK TO WATCH : ‘DISCOVER PROMETEON MANAGEMENT SYSTEM’
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Pirelli Lean System. The Pirelli Lean
System saw the creation of a number
of best practices including the Kaizen
Weeks, Blue Collar Trainer system, the
Pirelli Productions Control System
and innovation projects and automation (Industry 4.0).
“In order to improve the competitiveness of the company, also defined the
optimal size of a tyre plant, jointly the
Operations team, balancing the many
different constraints.

e defined the

best global footprint of the company
and increased the volume in low cost
countries at the level of the optimal size of
e uro pe .busi ne ssc hief. com
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the plant, while implementing automation

a unique manufacturing system to be

and working on efficiency increase at the

implemented in the Prometeon and

plants in high cost countries.”

Chemchina tyre factories, Ghesquières

This proved successful enough that

set out to improve and align

when Chemchina became Pirelli’s major

the products and their quality without

shareholder and Prometeon Tyre

compromising efficiency.

Group was created, into which the

look at a way of aligning quality, integrity

previous Pirelli ndustrial usiness nits

and standards of the products without

were converged, and some assistance

incurring additional costs or loss of

agreements were defined, hes ui res

volume, and without increasing the

was asked to replicate the success he

headcount,” he says. “To achieve this,

had achieved with Pirelli and create an

we created a number of systems and

efficiency organisation plan for the

processes that will enable us to achieve

new nascent company.

seamless integration and greater

Through his mission of creating
NOVEMBER 2018

e had to

efficiencies throughout all of the plants.”
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hes ui res created an fficiency

on to de-bottleneck the plants and

Improvement Team, which is also

improve the efficiency of the opera-

known as the company’s Industrial

tions while improving the quality of

Engineering Team. By creating an

the products.

efficiency and resources planning

At first we had to create the

system from scratch, the team is

efficiency team, in order to have the

defined by its ‘training by doing’

workforce physically doing the job,

approach. This system allowed

training by doing,” he says. “Then, by

Ghesquières and his team to have

creating Industrial Engineering

a clear overview of plant capacities,

systems in order to have visibility on

identify bottlenecks and highlight

the capacities, the bottlenecks and

priority areas that needed working

the headcounts of the plants, we were

E X E C U T I V E P R OF IL E

Hervé Ghesquières
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Hervé Ghesquières is the Global Head of Industrial Engineering and
Lean Manufacturing of Prometeon, the ex-Pirelli Industrial Tyres. He
has been working 17 years in the Tier 1 automotive industry of which
9 as an executive in industrial efficiency. Hervé has a strong experience in the management of the efficiency increase and the competitiveness improvement of operative organisations, involving the people, from the operators to the top managers. This is his passion.
These last years, drastic efficiency improvements have been consolidated, thanks to the optimisation of the industrial footprint
reorganisation and the implementation of strong continuous
improvement actions. And lately, as Hervé did for Pirelli, he created and set up, for Chemchina tyres division, who became the
main shareholder of Pirelli in 2015, the Industrial Engineering
organization in charge of the management of the efficiency and
the competitiveness of its factories in China. This enables Pirelli’s
new shareholder to be more competitive on the global market.
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Your PROGRESSION
is our OBSESSION
Our history
EFESO was born in the eighties as a consulting
boutique, mainly for manufacturing clients with a
focus on automotive industry. Our hundreds of
multi-site operation performance improvement
programmes have enabled many clients to be
awarded the prestigious TPM Awards from JIPM.
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Today as a global management consulting firm
with over 400 consultants, operating from 26
offices, we work in tandem with clients to face
the challenges of the new industrial revolution,
Industry 4.0, using digital enablers to augment
the progression along the value chain.
Partners for Progression Excellence
In a world with great volatility and high velocity,
we help accelerate the progression of our
clients, enabling them to reach the pace of
change required to survive and thrive.

what will make the difference in quality,
functionality, experience and time to market.
• Flow Dynamics - Streamline flows
to deliver the target value.
• Asset Dynamics - Ensure optimization of the
lifecycle and value/cost ratio of key assets.
• Human Dynamics - Enhance the
commitment, competence and culture of
people, by applying adoption, anchoring
and leadership expertise, while considering
the organisation’s different populations.
We integrate technical methodologies with
human change expertise, developing a virtuous
cycle of hard and soft achievements.
Our progression approach enriches the
classic strategic and specific interventions
with a systemic dimension thus changing
the DNA of a company in a structural way.
We help our clients hunt for the most tangible
Progression Opportunities.

“Improving results today, securing results for
tomorrow” is our motto and means we help
Together we engineer a Progression Strategy
achieve business results faster, while developing
balancing the right progression rhythm with the
the capabilities, leadership and culture to
context of imperatives, constraints and risks.
continue improving quicker than the competition.
We help you harvest results through supportive
We combine continuous improvement,
project participation, mentoring client teams
transformation and disruption to yield the most
to ensure a continuous transfer of capabilities
effective and long lasting results. The 90% client
and through personal progression.
retention rate reflects our approach’s success.
More dynamic, systemic and integrative
Our interventions address four basic dynamics:
• Value Dynamics - Understand the changing
patterns of value creation to focus on

CLICK HERE
to find out more >

INFO.MARKETING@EFESO.COM

MONTH 2018

WWW.EFESO.COM
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shop floor with all of the different
teams in order to foster collaboration
able work on and e ecute an efficien-

and tackle challenges together in order

cy improvement strategy.”

to grow and succeed together. “This

Also, creating mixed and interfunction-

level of collaboration ensures that we

al teams that go from “success stories” to

as an organisation win together,” he

“success stories” and celebrating the

says. “Our most important asset and

collective successes, is essential in the

key to our success is our PEOPLE. The

process of creating a unique company

employees, each and every one of

and a common culture.

them, create true value and we need

In fact, celebrating collective
successes generates an acceleration
of team work, while celebrating

each of them to adopt and be involved
in the change process”
As a testament to the success of

individual successes generates bad

this methodology and collaborative

competition and frustration. This saw

approach, during the first uarter of

Ghesquières implement a number of

2 18, the ndustrial ngineering team

Kaizen (improvement) activities on the

was recognised twice by ChemChina
e uro pe .busi ne ssc hief. com
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(the major shareholder of Prometeon Tyre Group) at
the yearly awards ceremony for achieving outstanding
results in efficiency and for implementing innovative
methodologies. For Ghesquières, this recognition
represents a solid foundation on which he and his
teams can build as the company continues to grow.
While people are the most important resource to
Prometeon’s efficiency ourney, the impact of technology
cannot be understated. Industry 4.0 has already played
a key role in delivering efficiency and success for the group
and hes ui res firmly believes that it will only continue to
unlock new opportunities in the future. The company has
already significantly invested and implemented data analytics solutions, dynamic simulation technology designed for
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resource planning, and online tools and platforms that
enable seamless operations management from top
management right down to the shop floor.
Take irtual Reality

R) as an e ample,” says hes-

quières. “We can now simulate the issues we usually
encounter during the production process without
entering the process at all. This is something that can only
be done thanks to a simulator. No other technology,
neither augmented or mixed reality, nor the real machine
itself can guarantee the same result. Thanks to this, we
have already reduced the training time of the operators
on this type of process by 25%.”
Through the use of data analytics, Prometeon can
automatically collate information and data that would
historically have been collected by hand, transforming the non-value adding data-crushing time in
problem solving and value-added improvements.
NOVEMBER 2018
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“WE HAD TO LOOK AT
A WAY OF ALIGNING
QUALITY, INTEGRITY
AND STANDARDS OF
THE PRODUCTS WITHOUT INCURRING ADDITIONAL COSTS, LOSS
OF VOLUME AND WITHOUT INCREASING THE
HEADCOUNT”
—
Hervé Ghesquières,
Global Head of Industrial Engineering
at Prometeon Tyre Group
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“THE TRUTH IS, IMPROVEMENT HAS NO END AND
NEITHER DOES EFFICIENCY. IN ORDER TO
CONTINUE TO DELIVER
ON THIS, WE ARE INVOLVING ALL THE BUSINESS FUNCTIONS TO
ACCELERATE THE EFFICIENCY GENERATION”
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—
Hervé Ghesquières,
Global Head of Industrial Engineering
at Prometeon Tyre Group

As Prometeon continues this journey of

contributed to Prometeon’s success

efficient transformation, hes ui res

are EFESO Consulting and virtual shop

recognises that the successes he and

floor management company Staufen

his teams have achieved so far would

Italia. “EFESO has been working with

not have been possible without key

us since the beginning of our adven-

partnerships. He sees these partner-

ture, supporting us in defining the

ships as a little different from tradition-

roadmap and guidelines to design our

al client-supplier relationships; rather,

manufacturing transformation

they are real partnerships that develop

roadmap,” he says. “They clearly

solutions together and share ideas in

understood our business needs and

order to define a common solution to

helped defining a vision, set priorities

reach the goals.

and support us in structuring a

Two key partners that have really
NOVEMBER 2018

high-performance organisation.
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operations, but ultimately it is one that
serves the end customer. Prometeon
has a clear vision to be one of the
leaders of the supplier for Tier 1
Original Equipment manufacturers
(OEMs) in the truck, bus, agriculture
and off-road automotive industry. n
order to get there, Ghesquières
believes that it must continue to grow
and evolve to be efficient, and to
increase the quality of the products
and services offered to the customers.
“Our team will continue to play a key
role in achieving this,” he says. “We will
prepare the industrial footprint,
continue to adapt the processes and
machines for more premium products,
continuously increase the knowledge
ith Reviathech, the company support-

and expertise of the teams and always

ed us on designing ad-hoc training

put our people at the core of our

systems, using virtual reality. Their

strategy, by always increase their

simulators were designed focusing on

involvement and motivation to deliver

the right added value, enabling to have

a higher standard for our company and

the ma imum efficiency of the training,

our shareholders.”

with the lowest possible design costs.
They are certified as training company
and their e pertise on that field helped
us a lot as well.”
This transformation has been
centred around the quality of the
product and the efficiency of the
e uro pe .busi ne ssc hief. com
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